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The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) serves as the body’s master circadian clock that
adaptively coordinates changes in physiology and behaviour in anticipation of
changing requirements throughout the 24-h day–night cycle1–4. For example, the SCN
opposes overnight adipsia by driving water intake before sleep5,6, and by driving the
secretion of anti-diuretic hormone7,8 and lowering body temperature9,10 to reduce
water loss during sleep11. These responses can also be driven by central osmo-sodium
sensors to oppose an unscheduled rise in osmolality during the active phase12–16.
However, it is unknown whether osmo-sodium sensors require clock-output networks
to drive homeostatic responses. Here we show that a systemic salt injection
(hypertonic saline) given at Zeitgeber time 19—a time at which SCNVP (vasopressin)
neurons are inactive—excited SCNVP neurons and decreased non-shivering
thermogenesis (NST) and body temperature. The effects of hypertonic saline
on NST and body temperature were prevented by chemogenetic inhibition of SCNVP
neurons and mimicked by optogenetic stimulation of SCNVP neurons in vivo.
Combined anatomical and electrophysiological experiments revealed that
osmo-sodium-sensing organum vasculosum lamina terminalis (OVLT) neurons
expressing glutamic acid decarboxylase (OVLTGAD) relay this information to SCNVP
neurons via an excitatory effect of γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA). Optogenetic
activation of OVLTGAD neuron axon terminals excited SCNVP neurons in vitro and
mimicked the effects of hypertonic saline on NST and body temperature in vivo.
Furthermore, chemogenetic inhibition of OVLTGAD neurons blunted the effects of
systemic hypertonic saline on NST and body temperature. Finally, we show that
hypertonic saline significantly phase-advanced the circadian locomotor activity onset
of mice. This effect was mimicked by optogenetic activation of the OVLTGAD→ SCNVP
pathway and was prevented by chemogenetic inhibition of OVLTGAD neurons.
Collectively, our findings provide demonstration that clock time can be regulated by
non-photic physiologically relevant cues, and that such cues can drive unscheduled
homeostatic responses via clock-output networks.

To determine whether an acute rise in systemic NaCl or osmolality can
recruit clock-output networks to drive a homeostatic response when
the clock is otherwise silent, we first determined a time at which SCN
neurons are electrically inactive. Specifically, we targeted SCNVP neurons as these have been shown to drive homeostatic responses related
to fluid balance5,17. To examine this question, we obtained cell-attached
recordings from identified neurons in brain slices from mice in which a
fluorescent reporter is driven by the Avp gene promoter5 (Fig. 1a). Our
results show that SCNVP neurons were largely inactive from Zeitgeber
time (ZT)17 to ZT22 (Fig. 1b), therefore we selected ZT19 as an appropriate time point. Subcutaneous injection of hypertonic saline (HS) (NaCl),
but not isotonic saline, at ZT19 significantly lowered body temperature
(Tb) as assessed by infrared thermography (IRT) (Fig. 1c–e, Extended
Data Fig. 1). This effect was associated with a significant reduction in

NST, as revealed by a lowering in brown adipose tissue (BAT) temperature (TBAT) (Fig. 1f, g). Notably, HS did not reduce locomotor activity
(Extended Data Fig. 1), indicating that NaCl-induced decreases in Tb
and TBAT were not simply caused by a reduction in energy expenditure.
The effects of HS on Tb and TBAT were significantly reduced by silencing
SCNVP neurons using a chemogenetic approach (Fig. 1h–m, Extended
Data Fig. 2). Conversely, the effects of HS could be mimicked by targeted optogenetic activation of SCNVP neurons in mice expressing
enhanced channelrhodopsin (ChETA) in VP neurons (Fig. 1n, o). As for
HS, these effects were not accompanied with changes in locomotor
activity (Extended Data Fig. 3). To confirm that VP neurons located in
other brain regions, such as the paraventricular nucleus and supraoptic nucleus, did not contribute to the reduction in Tb and TBAT, a viral
approach was used to deliver channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2) into the SCN
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of mice expressing Cre recombinase selectively in VP neurons (AVPCre).
Specific activation of SCNVP neurons significantly decreased Tb and
TBAT (Extended Data Fig. 4), further indicating that an increase in SCNVP
neuron activity at ZT19 is necessary and sufficient to mediate the effects
of salt on Tb and TBAT.
To address whether SCNVP neurons are intrinsically osmo-sodiumsensitive, we examined the effects of NaCl on action potential firing
rate in coronal slices in the presence of glutamate and GABAA receptor (GluR and GABAAR, respectively) antagonists. These experiments
revealed no significant effect of NaCl on firing rate (data not shown;
n = 7 from 1 slice; two-sided, paired t-test P = 0.88), suggesting that
NaCl-dependent activation of SCNVP neurons may be mediated by a
network effect. Previous studies have shown that systemic HS can be
detected by glutamatergic OVLT neurons18; however, whole-cell patch
recordings of spontaneous synaptic activity revealed little evidence
that SCNVP neurons receive afferent glutamatergic input during the
dark period in vitro (data not shown). Thus, we examined whether
OVLTGAD neurons project to the SCN and whether such neurons are
intrinsically osmo-sodium-sensitive. Unilateral SCN injection of a retrogradely transported virus19 driving Cre-dependent expression of
tdTomato in GADCre mice induced expression of tdTomato in OVLTGAD
neurons (Fig. 2a–c). Moreover, HS injection induced expression of FOS
in numerous OVLTGAD→SCN neurons (Fig. 2b, c). Equivalent results were
obtained with retrogradely transported microspheres and GAD/FOS
immunocytochemistry (Extended Data Fig. 5). In addition, anterograde
fibres from virally labelled OVLTGAD neurons were also observed within
the SCN (Extended Data Fig. 6). Collectively, these results indicate that
NaCl-responsive OVLTGAD neurons project to the SCN.
To establish whether OVLTGAD neurons are intrinsically NaCl-sensitive,
we used calcium imaging and electrophysiological approaches in vitro.
Bath application of NaCl to OVLTGAD neurons expressing the calcium
reporter GCaMP6f significantly increased fluorescence and electrical
activity in the presence of GluR and GABAAR blockers (Fig. 2d–g). To
further examine the sensory characteristics of OVLTGAD neurons, we
determined the effects of increasing osmolality, Na+ and Cl− individually
under conditions that block synaptic transmission. These experiments
revealed that OVLTGAD neurons are insensitive to changes in Cl− concentration but are excited by increases in either Na+ concentration or
osmolality and are therefore characterized as osmo-sodium sensitive
(Fig. 2h, i).
If the excitatory effects of NaCl on SCNVP neurons are mediated by
an OVLTGAD→SCNVP pathway, this would suggest that GABA is excitatory
on SCNVP neurons during the dark period. Although previous studies
have shown that a subset of SCN neurons can be excited by GABA20,21, it
is unknown whether SCNVP neurons can be specifically excited by GABA
afferents at this time. To address this question, we examined the reversal
potential of electrically evoked GABAergic postsynaptic currents (PSCs)
(EGABA) using gramicidin perforated patch-clamp recordings of SCNVP
neurons between ZT17 and ZT24 (Fig. 2j). The vast majority of SCNVP
neurons displayed EGABA values above spike threshold (Fig. 2k), suggesting that GABA is depolarizing. In agreement, cell-attached recordings
revealed robust excitation of SCNVP neurons in response to afferent
stimulation in the presence of GluR blockers (Fig. 2l), and this effect
was inhibited by bath application of a GABAAR antagonist (Fig. 2m).
Furthermore, bath application of GABAAR antagonists decreased the
spontaneous firing frequency of SCNVP neurons (Extended Data Fig. 7).
Together, these data demonstrate that GABA is excitatory on SCNVP
neurons during the dark period.
To determine whether NaCl drives a network excitation of SCNVP
neurons, we examined the effects of bath-applied NaCl on the rate of
spontaneous PSCs and action potential firing frequency in horizontal slices of mouse brain that retain connectivity between the OVLT
and the SCN5. Under voltage clamp, application of NaCl was found to
significantly increase the rate of spontaneous PSCs in SCNVP neurons
(Fig. 2n–p). Moreover, when tested in cell-attached configuration with
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Fig. 1 | HS reduces Tb and TBAT via SCNVP neurons. a, Samples (2 s) of action
potential firing in SCNVP neurons expressing GFP. b, Plot shows the average
firing rate (FR) of different cells (n = 141 from 4 slices). c, Eye (Tb) and TBAT
were measured using IRT (IRT Cam). d, Wild-type mice were injected
subcutaneously (s.c.) with vehicle (saline, 0.9% NaCl; 8 μl g−1) or NaCl (2 M;
8 μl g−1) containing lidocaine (2 mg kg−1). IRT images are of Tb before (control)
and after injection in the same mouse. e, Mean ± s.e.m. changes in Tb (ΔTb)
induced by vehicle or NaCl (n = 4; paired t-test, *P < 0.05). f, TBAT before
(control) and after injection (the same mouse as in d). g, Mean ± s.e.m. changes
in TBAT (ΔTBAT; n = 4; paired t-test, *P < 0.05). h, Schematic of the experiment in
AVPCre mice. i, IRT images of Tb in control and after NaCl in the same mouse.
The graph plots mean ± s.e.m. ΔTb (n = 4 AVPCre mice; paired t-test). j, IRT
images of TBAT; layout as in i. The graph plots ΔTBAT in the same mice as in i
(mean ± s.e.m., paired t-test). k, hM4D(Gi) was injected bilaterally into the SCN
of AVPCre mice. AAV, adeno-associated virus. l, IRT images of Tb before and after
injection of NaCl + DREADD activator clozapine N-oxide (CNO 1 mg kg−1). The
graph shows mean ± s.e.m. ΔTb induced by NaCl ± CNO (n = 4; paired t-test).
m, TBAT before and after NaCl + CNO in the same mouse as in l. The graph shows
mean ± s.e.m. ΔTBAT induced by NaCl ± CNO (paired t-test). n, IRT images show
Tb in an AVPCre × ChETAflex mouse with a fibreoptic probe either delivering blue
light (+BL) or not (−BL; time control) bilaterally to the SCN. −BL and +BL are
tests of the same mouse on different days showing Tb before (control) and 30 min
after +BL or −BL. The graph shows mean ± s.e.m. ΔTb (n = 6; paired t-test).
o, TBAT in the same mouse; layout as in n. The graph shows mean ± s.e.m. ΔTBAT
(n = 6; paired t-test). All tests are two-sided.
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Fig. 2 | Osmo-sodium-sensitive OVLTGAD neurons excite SCNVP neurons at ZT19.
a, Retrograde rAAV-tdTom injection site in the right SCN of a GADCre mouse
injected with NaCl before perfusion. b, Micrographs show SCN-projecting OVLTGAD
neurons (red), including several co-expressing FOS. c, Location of FOS-positive
(yellow; n = 44) or FOS-negative (red; n = 88) SCN-projecting OVLTGAD neurons in
this experiment (similar results obtained in n = 5). d, Changes in GCaMP6f
fluorescence (%ΔF) induced by NaCl (10 mM, shaded area) in an OVLTGAD neuron in
the presence of 3 mM kynurenic acid and 20 μM gabazine. e, Graph plots %ΔF in ten
cells from one slice (bar shows mean ± s.e.m.; paired t-test). f, Effect of NaCl on the
action potential FR in an OVLTGAD neuron. g, Mean ± s.e.m. FR in control and NaCl
(n = 4 cells from 1 slice; paired t-test). h, Excerpts of spontaneous firing from
OVLTGAD neurons during control and after application of mannitol, sodium or
chloride. i, Mean ± s.e.m. FR before (control) and after each stimulus (mannitol
n = 6, Wilcoxon signed-rank test; sodium n = 5, paired t-test; chloride n = 4, paired
t-test). j, Perforated patch recordings of electrically evoked (Stim) GABAergic
currents of SCNVP neurons in 3 mM kynurenic acid. Current–voltage analysis (right)
was used to determine EGABA (right). k, Plot shows EGABA values (n = 23 from 7 slices;
mean ± s.e.m.) relative to mean action potential threshold (dotted line) and
standard deviation (s.d. (shaded area); n = 8 from 3 slices). l, Excitatory effect of
Stim in SCNVP neurons in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing 3 mM
kynurenic acid was blocked by adding 20 μM gabazine (GBZ). m, Bars show
mean ± s.e.m. number of Stim-evoked action potentials (spikes) in the absence
(ACSF) and presence of GBZ (n = 9 from 3 slices; paired t-test). n, Plot (bottom)
shows the frequency of GABAergic spontaneous (s)PSCs (top) in an SCNVP neuron
treated with NaCl. o, Excerpts from n that show spontaneous PSCs before
(control), during and after (wash) treatment with NaCl. p, Mean ± s.e.m. sPSC
frequency in all conditions (n = 8 from 7 slices; paired t-test). All tests are two-sided.

Fig. 3 | OVLT neurons mediate the effects of systemic HS on Tb and TBAT.
a, Plot shows changes in action potential FR evoked by 10 mM NaCl in an SCNVP
neuron (3 mM kynurenic acid). b, Mean ± s.e.m. FR in control and NaCl (n = 10
from 3 slices; Wilcoxon signed-rank test). c, Effects of BL stimulation of axon
terminals of OVLTGABA neurons on the FR of the SCNVP neuron in slices from
VGATFlp × AVPCre mice that had been injected with ChR2 in the OVLT and
mCherry in the SCN. d, Mean ± s.e.m. FR in control and BL in 3 neurons from 2
slices (n = 5 from 1 cell measured 3 times; paired t-test). e, IRT images of T b in
control and after (10 min) injection of NaCl ± CNO (1 mg kg−1) in GADCre mice
that had been previously injected with hM4D(Gi) in the OVLT. Bars show
mean ± s.e.m. ΔT b (n = 8; paired t-test). f, IRT images of TBAT in a mouse treated as
in e. Bars show mean ± s.e.m. ΔTBAT (n = 8; paired t-test). g, GADCre mice injected
with ChR2 in the OVLT were implanted with a fibreoptic probe targeting the
SCN bilaterally to activate axon terminals within the SCN. IRT image sets −BL
and +BL are from the same mouse on different days showing T b before (control)
and 30 min after +BL or −BL (time control). The graph shows mean ± s.e.m. ΔT b
(n = 5; paired t-test). h, IRT images show TBAT in the same mouse and conditions
as in g. The graph shows mean ± s.e.m. ΔTBAT (n = 5; paired t-test). All tests are
two-sided.

GluR blockers, NaCl significantly increased action potential firing in
SCNVP neurons (Fig. 3a, b). In agreement, optogenetic stimulation of
OVLT GABAergic axon terminals within the SCN excited SCNVP neurons (Fig. 3c, d, Extended Data Fig. 8), indicating that activation of this
pathway is specifically capable of activating SCNVP neurons in vitro. To
determine whether this pathway contributes to the NaCl-dependent
reduction of Tb and TBAT in vivo, we compared the effects of HS in the
absence or presence of chemogenetic inhibition of OVLTGAD neurons
(Extended Data Fig. 9). These experiments revealed that silencing
OVLTGAD neurons significantly reduced the effects of HS on Tb and TBAT
(Fig. 3e, f). Moreover, optogenetic stimulation of axon terminals of
OVLTGAD neurons within the SCN mimicked the effects of HS on Tb and
TBAT, and did not significantly reduce locomotor activity (Fig. 3g, h,
Extended Data Fig. 10). Collectively, the data presented so far indicate
that the OVLTGAD→SCNVP pathway mediates the effects of HS on Tb and
TBAT in vivo. These findings demonstrate that the clock not only serves
as a pacemaker but also receives inputs from central osmo-sodium sensors that can drive clock-output neurons to command an unscheduled
homeostatic response.
Classic experiments have shown that non-photic perturbations,
such as drug injections, can cause phase shifts in the timing of the circadian clock as demonstrated by changes in the daily onset of locomotor activity in constant darkness22. To determine whether HS can
affect clock time when delivered at ZT19, we examined the effects of
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increased thirst6,15, secretion of anti-diuretic hormone12 and a reduction in Tb14,16. The latter response, in particular, limits evaporative water
loss from the airway tract by reducing the thermal gradient between
the organism and its environment9,10. Although the SCN engages these
responses daily to anticipate the potential effect of adipsia during
sleep23, our findings reveal that central osmo-sodium sensors can use
clock-output networks to lower Tb at an unscheduled time. This finding indicates that the central clock is instructed about physiological
need and can acutely alter its output to cope with dynamic changes in
an organism’s internal environment.
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Fig. 4 | Activation of the OVLTGAD→SCN VP pathway advances the onset of
locomotor activity. a, Averaged 24-h locomotor activity from five
representative wild-type C57BL/6 mice over 10 consecutive days. Mice were
injected with s.c. saline at ZT19 on day 4 (dot). The top dashed line represents
the onset of locomotor activity during the 4 light–dark days. The bottom
dashed line represents activity onset in dark–dark (DD; days 5–10). The asterisk
represents onset on the first day in DD. The arrow on day 10 signals the end of
the experiment. b, The other trial with the same mice but injected with s.c. 2 M
NaCl at ZT19. The symbols and parameters are as in a. c, Mean ± s.e.m. onset
times of the first day in DD (circadian time (CT)). d, Mean ± s.e.m. offset times
during the first day in DD. e, Mean ± s.e.m. active-phase duration (alpha) of the
first day in DD. f, Chi-squared periodograms (Qp) in DD after saline or NaCl
injection in these five mice. Periods as indicated. g, Graph shows mean ± s.e.m.
shifts in activity onset times observed on DD day 1 relative to light–dark days in
different conditions. NaCl: 2 M NaCl ZT19, n = 30. Saline: 0.9% NaCl ZT19, n = 18.
+CNOGAD: 2 M NaCl + CNO (1 mg kg−1) in OVLTGAD mice ZT19, n = 7. +BLGAD: +BL
(2.5 Hz, 20-ms pulse, 5–10 mW) for 30 min within ZT19–20.5 in OVLTGAD mice,
n = 5. +BL AVP: +BL (5 Hz, 50-ms pulse, 23 mW) for 30 min within ZT19–20.5 in
SCNVP mice, n = 6 (mean ± s.e.m., Holm–Sidak one-way analysis of variance).
All tests are two-sided.

this manipulation on the onset of locomotor activity of mice monitored in the absence of light. In contrast to mice injected with isotonic
saline that displayed no significant shift in the time of onset on the
day that followed the injection, HS-injected mice showed a significant phase advance (Fig. 4a–c). The average offset times, length of the
active period and free-running period were not significantly affected
by HS (Fig. 4d−f), indicating that this cue primarily affects clock time.
Optogenetic and chemogenetic experiments were performed to examine whether the effects of HS on clock time require OVLTGAD neuron
activation. Chemogenetic inhibition of OVLTGAD neurons prevented the
HS-induced phase advance, whereas optogenetic activation of OVLTGAD
neuron axon terminals within the SCN mimicked this effect (Fig. 4g).
Moreover, direct optogenetic activation of SCNVP neurons also mimicked the effects of HS (Fig. 4g). Together, these results indicate that
activation of the OVLTGAD→SCNVP pathway is necessary and sufficient
to mediate NaCl-dependent changes in clock time.
Adaptation to a rise in systemic osmolality experienced during the
active phase recruits numerous key homeostatic responses, such as
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Methods
Mice
Mice were treated in strict accordance with the guidelines outlined
by the Canadian Council on Animal Care (http://www.ccac.ca/), and
experiments adhered to protocols approved by the Facility Animal
Care Committee of McGill University (protocol no. 1190). C57BL/6 mice
(60–90 days old) were obtained from Charles River Laboratories).
AVPCre (VP-IRES2-Cre-D) knock-in mice were bred in our colony with
ChETA (R26-CAG-LSL-2XChETA-tdTomato), ArchT mice (Ai40D) or
with VGATFlp (Slc32a1-2A-FlpO-D; obtained from Jackson Laboratories). GADCre (Gad2-IRES-Cre; obtained from Jackson laboratories)
mice were bred in our colony and were also bred with GCaMP6f mice
(Ai95(RCL-GCaMP6F)-D; obtained from Jackson Laboratories). All
experiments were performed on male mice. In vitro experiments were
performed on mice aged 2–6 months, and in vivo mouse experiments
were done on mice aged 2–6 months. Mice were subjected to a strict
12:12 light:dark (LD) cycle unless they underwent the phase-shift experiment, wherein they were exposed to constant darkness for up to 8 days.
SCNVP firing rate
Horizontal hypothalamic slices containing the OVLT and SCN were
prepared from 2–6-month-old male ArchT or ChETA mice. These mice
were not subjected to any behavioural or optogenetic experiments
before slice preparation. Mice anaesthetized with isoflurane were killed
by decapitation from ZT12 to ZT16. The brain was rapidly removed and
immersed in near-freezing (0–4 °C) oxygenated (95% O2, 5% CO2) ACSF
composed of the following: 128 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 1.23 mM NaH2PO4,
1.48 mM MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2, 25.95 mM NaHCO3 and 10 mM d-glucose
(all obtained from Sigma Chemical, except for NaCl and CaCl2, which
were purchased from Fisher Scientific). A trimmed block of brain was
glued cortex down with the rostral pole facing upwards to a mounting
block angled at 34° relative to the horizontal plane. A single 350-μm
slice was then obtained5 and transferred dorsal side up to a beaker containing warmed (32 °C) oxygenated ACSF and allowed to incubate for
60 min. It was then transferred dorsal side up to a recording chamber
where it was perfused with warmed (32 °C) oxygenated ACSF at a rate
of 2–3 ml min−1. Fluorescence was visualized using RS image (version
1.9.2; Roper Scientific) using a ×60 objective attached to an Olympus
BX51WI upright microscope and a CoolSnap HQ2 camera (Photometrics). Green fluorescence in ArchT mice was detected using the EN GFP
41017 filter cube (Chroma Technology) and red fluorescence in ChETA
mice was detected using 49004 (Chroma Technology). Electrodes
were visually guided to the cell using a motorized micromanipulator
(s.d. Instruments Inc.) and cell-attached recordings were made using
a MultiClamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices). Membrane voltage
was digitized via a Digidata 1440A interface coupled to a personal computer running Clampex 10.3 software (Molecular Devices). A bandpass
filter was applied during cell-attached recordings (800 Hz to 1.8 kHz).
Patch pipettes were back filled with ACSF and their resistance in the
bath were 5.5−7.5 MΩ. Cell-attached recordings for firing rates of SCNVP
neurons during the dark period were performed from ZT13 to ZT24.
Cell-attached recordings from SCNVP neurons were obtained by making
a loose seal. If cells did not fire during the recording, a brief ‘zap’ of 25 μs
was delivered at the end of the recording to evoke firing to confirm
that they were indeed silent cells that were otherwise capable of firing
detectable action potentials. Cells that displayed no action potentials
even following a zap were rejected. The average firing rate was calculated by dividing the total number of spikes recorded over a period of
60−120 s. All analyses were done using pClamp 10.4 and Sigmaplot 12.0.
Activity and temperature analysis
Activity (detected by accelerometry) and temperature (detected by
thermocouple) of mice were recorded using NanoTag implantable
recording devices (Stoelting). Mice were anaesthetized with isoflurane

and a small incision in the back was made to insert the NanoTag subcutaneously. Data were collected at 1-min intervals for both temperature
and activity for the duration of the experiment. To retrieve the data,
NanoTag software and an RFID card reader/writer were used (Stoelting).
In some experiments, activity was obtained using infrared crossing
in metabolic cages located in a core facility at the MUHC. To measure
average activity levels (Extended Data Figs. 1, 3, 10), activity units were
averaged before the stimulus (40–50 min), +10 min post-injections or
+30 min post-blue light (6-min averages).

Temperature analysis using thermography
Measurements of TBAT and Tb were obtained using a thermal camera
(E85: 384X288 Thermal Camera) with a 42° lens (FLIR). The upper dorsal
region of mice was shaved to obtain accurate TBAT values. TBAT and Tb were
analysed using FLIR Tools v6.4. For each frame analysed, a 9-pixel region
of interest was centred over the BAT or EYE23 to achieve the maximal T
value possible. Baseline T values were obtained from an average of two
values obtained between −10 and 0 min. Values after stimulation were
expressed as change in T relative to baseline (+10 min for chemogenetic
experiments and +30 min for optogenetic experiments, and +5, +10 and
+30 min for the wild-type C57BL/6 time-course experiment). Thermographic images were converted to 8-bit images and were assigned LUTs
customized to facilitate viewing using ImageJ 1.50a (NIH).
In vivo hypertonic saline and isotonic saline experiments
C57BL/6 wild-type mice were injected at ZT19 with either s.c. vehicle
(0.9% NaCl; 8 μl/g) or NaCl (2 M; 8 μl/g) mixed with lidocaine neat
(HCl; 2% injectable; 2 mg/kg; obtained from CDMV).
In vivo chemogenetic experiments
For chemogenetic experiments, mice were injected at ZT19 with 2 M
NaCl (8 μl/g) with DMSO (1 mg/kg) or with CNO (1 mg/kg; Bio-Techne)
dissolved in DMSO. Chemogenetic experiments were performed on
AVPCre mice injected bilaterally in the SCN (from bregma: x: +0.1 mm,
y: ±0.1 mm, z: −5.6 mm, about 100 nl per SCN) and on GADCre mice
injected in the OVLT (x: +0.9 mm, y: 0 mm, z: −4.85 mm, 70–100 nl)
with AAV2/9-CAG-DIO-hM4D(Gi)-mCherry (Neurophotonics) with a
Neuros syringe (0.5 μl, 32 G, Hamilton) over 5−10 min. Following testing,
serial coronal sections (200 μm thick) were cut to confirm the locus of
virus expression. Imaging was performed using an FV3000 confocal
microscope (Olympus Canada).
DAPI and VP staining in AVPCre mice
AVPCre -hM4D(Gi) mice were anaesthetized with isoflurane and perfused
via the heart with 10 ml of PBS followed by 300 ml of PBS containing 4%
PFA. Brains were extracted and postfixed by immersion for 48 h in 4%
PFA in PBS. A vibratome was used to obtain serial coronal tissue sections (50 μm thick). Sections were blocked with 10% normal goat serum
(in PBS containing 0.3% Triton-X) and incubated overnight at 4 °C
with primary antibodies. Following wash, sections were incubated
for 1 h with fluorescently labelled secondary antibodies. Sections were
then washed and mounted on coverslips using Prolong Gold Antifade
reagent (Life Technologies). All images were acquired using a confocal microscope (FV3000, Olympus Canada). Tissue sections were
processed with DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, 1:2,000; Life
Technologies), and neurophysin mouse monoclonal antibody (PS-41;
1/50; provided by H. Gainer) was used. Secondary antibodies were
fluorescently labelled Alexa-conjugated (488 nm; Life Technologies).
In vivo optogenetic experiments
Optogenetics experiments were performed on AVPCre × ChETAFlex
transgenic mice, on AVPCre mice and on GADCre mice injected with
AAV2/9-EF1a-DIO-hChR2(E123T/T159C)-EYFP (Neurophotonics) in
the SCN (about 100 nl per SCN) or OVLT (80–100 nl) using a Neuros
syringe (Hamilton), respectively. Blue light (473 nm DPSS Laser system,
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Laserglow technologies) was delivered over the SCN through an
implanted fibreoptic probe (x: +0.1, y: 0 mm, z: −5.6 mm; slim titanium
magnetic receptacle, 480-μm fibreoptic diameter/500-μm diameter
with coating/6.6 mm in length, numerical aperture of 0.63; Doric
Lenses), connected to a mono fibreoptic patchcord (0.25 m), which
is connected to another mono fibreoptic patchcord (2 m) via a fibreoptic rotary joint. Blue light was delivered for 30 min within a time
range from ZT19 to ZT20.5. The following specifications were used
for GADCre mice: 2.5 Hz, 5–10 mW, 20-ms pulse; for AVPCre × ChETAFlex
mice: 5 Hz, 23 mW, 50-ms pulse5; and for AVPCre-ChR2 mice: 5 Hz, 8–13
mW, 30-ms pulse. This same set up was used to test the effects of the
patchcord alone on mice in the absence of blue light. Serial coronal
sections (200 μm thick) were cut to determine the location of the
virus injection in the OVLT and in the SCN and the position of the
tip of the fibreoptic cannula in the SCN. Data from one mouse were
rejected because there was ChR2-EYFP labelling in the SCN following
injection in the OVLT.

DAPI staining in AVPCre mice
AVPCre-ChR2 brains were removed and immersion fixed as previously
described. Coronal sections were obtained and processed with DAPI
(Life Technologies). DAPI images were acquired using a confocal microscope (FV3000, Olympus Canada).
Retrograde labelling of OVLTGAD neurons
GADCre mice (2 months old) were anaesthetized with isoflurane and
stereotaxically injected with rAAV2-pCAG-FLEX-tdTomato virus ( Janelia
Research Campus) unilaterally into the SCN (50 nl; x: −0.2 mm, y: +0.2 mm,
z: −5.55 mm) with a Neuros syringe (0.5 μl, 32 G). Mice recovered for
3–4 weeks, after which they were injected with 2 M NaCl 90 min before
transcardial perfusion. Immunocytochemistry was performed as
previously described. Tissue sections were processed using a rabbit
polyclonal FOS antibody (in the OVLT; 1:5,000; EMD Millipore). Secondary antibodies were fluorescently labelled Alexa Fluor-conjugated
(488 nm; 1:500; Life Technologies). Images were acquired with a
FV3000 confocal microscope (Olympus Canada).
Retrogradely transported fluorescent microspheres
C57BL/6 mice (60 days old) were anaesthetized with isoflurane and
stereotaxically injected with FluoSpheres (0.04 µm, yellow–green
fluorescent 488 nm, 5% solids, azide free, Thermo Fisher Scientific) unilaterally into the SCN (100–200 nl; from bregma; x: 0.1 mm, y: −0.1 mm,
z: −5.6 mm; Extended Data Fig. 5) with a Neuros syringe (Hamilton)
over 5–10 min. Retrograde transport was allowed for 7 days, after
which the mice were injected with 2 M NaCl (8 μg/kg) 90 min before
transcardial perfusion. Mice were anaesthetized with isoflurane
and perfused via the heart with 10 ml of PBS followed by 300 ml of
PBS containing 4% PFA. The brains were extracted and postfixed
and processed as described in the previous section. All images were
acquired using a confocal microscope (FV3000, Olympus Canada).
Tissue sections were processed using a rabbit polyclonal FOS antibody (in the OVLT; 1:5,000; EMD Millipore). Secondary antibodies
were fluorescently labelled Alexa Fluor-conjugated (568 nm; 1:500;
Life Technologies).
FOS and GAD67 colocalization
C57BL/6 mice (60 days old) were injected with 2 M NaCl and transcardially perfused as described above. Tissue sections from mice (50 μm)
were processed using a rabbit polyclonal FOS antibody (1:5,000; EMD
Millipore) together with a mouse anti-GAD67 (glutamic acid decarboxylase 67) monoclonal antibody (in the OVLT; 1:200; MAB5406,
EMD Millipore). Secondary antibodies were fluorescently labelled
Alexa Fluor-conjugated (488 nm and 568 nm; 1:500; Life Technologies). Images were acquired using a confocal microscope (FV1000,
Olympus Canada).

Anterograde labelling of OVLTGAD axon terminals
GADCre mice (2–3 months old) were stereotaxically injected as described
in the in vivo chemogenetic section. Brains were removed and immersion fixed and coronal slices were obtained as previously described.
Slices were stained using DAPI (Life Technologies) and images were
obtained using a confocal microscope (FV3000, Olympus Canada).
OVLTGAD neurons are intrinsically osmo-sodium sensitive in
mouse brain slices
Horizontal slices from GADCre × GCaMP6fFlex transgenic mice were
obtained at ZT4–6. Fluorescence of GCaMP6f in OVLTGAD neurons was
observed using the EN GFP 41017 filter cube (Chroma Tech.) and the
CoolSnap HQ2 camera (Photometrics). Images were collected using
Imaging Workbench 6.0 (INDEC BioSystems) at a rate of 7 images every 1
s (exposure 0.1 s). All recordings were done in the presence of kynurenic
acid (Kyn; 3 mM) and GBZ (20 μm; all obtained from Sigma Chemical). Once adequate baseline was obtained, a 10 mM NaCl stimulus
was bath applied over the slice. Changes in fluorescence (%ΔF) were
determined from background corrected images of basal fluorescence
(F0) and peak fluorescence in the presence of NaCl (FNaCl) using the
equation %ΔF = 100[(FNaCl − F0)/F0]. To determine whether OVLTGAD
neurons also showed an increase in electrical activity following
10 mM NaCl bath application, cell-attached recordings were obtained
from GADGCaMP6f neurons as previously described. All recordings were
done in the presence of Kyn and GBZ. The average firing rate during
baseline and during NaCl application was calculated by dividing the
total number of spikes recorded over a period of 60 s. To characterize
the responsiveness of OVLTGAD neurons to a hypertonic NaCl stimulus,
cell-attached recordings were made in the presence of synaptic blockers
(10 μM bicuculline and 3 mM kynurenate), and changes in firing rate
caused by the following solutions were quantified. To test whether
neurons were responsive to hypertonicity, we examined the effects
of adding 15 mM mannitol to the standard ACSF, increasing osmolality
from 310 to 325 mosmol/kg. To test whether neurons were responsive
to an increase in NaCl concentration without any concurrent change
in osmolality, we switched from a solution containing 78 mM NaCl,
20 mM Na2SO4 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 26 mM NaHCO3, 3 mM KCl, 1.5 mM
MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2, 10 mM glucose and 37 mM mannitol (310 mosmol/
kg) to a solution containing 88 mM NaCl, 20 mM Na2SO4 1.25 mM
NaH2PO4, 26 mM NaHCO3, 3 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2, 10 mM
glucose and 5 mM mannitol (310 mosmol/kg). This solution contains
10 mM more NaCl but has the same osmolality as the control solution.
To test whether neurons were responsive to chloride, we switched from
a solution containing 88 mM NaCl, 15 mM Na2SO4 1.25 mM NaH2PO4,
26 mM NaHCO3, 3 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2, 10 mM glucose
and 55 mM mannitol (310 mosmol/kg) to a solution containing 98
mM NaCl, 10 mM Na2SO4 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 26 mM NaHCO3, 3 mM
KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2, 10 mM glucose and 51 mM mannitol
(310 mosmol/kg). This solution increases [Cl−] by 10 mM (substituted
for 5 mM SO42−), but maintains [Na+] and osmolality constant.
GABA is excitatory on SCNVP neurons during the dark period
Brain slices from ChETA and ArchT mice were obtained as previously
described and recordings were performed from ZT17 to ZT24 in the
presence of Kyn (3 mM). Gramicidin (Sigma) was dissolved in DMSO
at a concentration of 0.2 mg/μl and diluted 1:500 into internal pipette
solution, which was either normal ACSF (n = 11) or K-gluconate internal (n = 12): 140 mM K+-gluconate, 2 mM MgCl2, 10 mM HEPES, 2 mM
ATP(Na2), 0.4 mM GTP(Na2) (pH adjusted to 7.25 with NaOH). Patch
pipettes (4–6 MΩ) were backfilled with the gramicidin mixed internal.
Gigaohm seals were quickly established with target cells, then EGABA
measurements were made after the pipette resistance dropped sufficiently, which typically took 10–15 min. Cells were voltage-clamped
at −50 mV, and voltage steps were applied ranging from −100 to +10 mV

during which electrical stimulation of focal GABA afferents were performed with a bipolar electrode coupled to a DS2 isolated stimulator
(0.5 ms; 10–50 μA). The amplitudes of evoked or spontaneous PSCs
at each voltage were measured from one to three trials and plotted as
a function of voltage. A linear fit was used to determine EGABA for each
cell tested. To confirm that EGABA values observed by perforated patch
were not affected by rupture of the patch, negative pressure was applied
at the end of the recording to establish the whole-cell configuration,
and EGABA was reassessed to confirm the value predicted by the Nernst
equation (0 mV ACSF internal; −87 mV K-gluconate internal). Only cells
in which EGABA values were not affected by patch rupture were retained
for analysis. To confirm that stimulation of GABA afferents causes excitation of SCNVP neurons, cell-attached recordings were obtained using
pipettes filled with ACSF in the presence of Kyn (ZT17–24). Afferents
were typically stimulated at 0.03–1 Hz. Spiking response rate was
determined by dividing the number of spikes elicited within a 30-ms
window after stimulation, from four to eight consecutive sweeps during
baseline and during GBZ application. Spike threshold was determined
in whole-cell current clamp mode as the baseline voltage at which the
rising phase of a spontaneous action potential exceeded 10 V s−1. The
effects of GBZ or bicuculine (Bic; 10 μM; Tocris Bioscience) on spontaneous action potential firing of SCNVP neurons were determined by
comparing firing rates during baseline and in the presence of drug.

Effects of NaCl on mouse brain slices
Brain slices from ChETA and ArchT mice were obtained as above and
recordings were performed from ZT17 to ZT24. Whole-cell voltage
clamp recordings from SCNVP neurons were made using pipettes backfilled with either a K-gluconate internal (as above) or with a Cs+ internal:
140 mM CsMeS, 10 mM HEPES, 2 mM MgCl2, 2 mM ATP(Na2), 0.4 mM
GTP(Na2) (pH adjusted to 7.25 with NaOH). Kyn (3 mM) was added to the
ACSF when using a Cs+ internal. The rate of spontaneous GABA events
was determined using a template approach during 60–120 s of baseline,
in the presence of 10 mM NaCl, and after wash. Cell-attached recording
of the spontaneous firing rate of SCNVP neurons during baseline and
NaCl application were obtained in the presence of Kyn.
In vitro optogenetic stimulation of OVLT GABAergic neuron
axon terminals within the SCN
Horizontal slices were obtained from VGATFlp × AVPCre mice previously
injected with AAV2/5-EF1a-fDIO-hChR2(H134R)-eYFP in the OVLT
(x: +0.9 mm, y: 0 mm, z: −4.85 mm; 80–100 nl; Deisseroth Lab) and
AAV2/8-EF1a-DIO-mCherry bilaterally in the SCN (z: +0.1 mm, y: ±0.1 mm,
z: −5.6 mm; 120 nl per SCN; Neurophotonics). Cell-attached recordings
(ZT17–24) were obtained from identified SCNVP neurons. Blue light was
delivered over the SCN (2.5 Hz, 1–20-ms pulse, 2–5 mW) through a fibreoptic probe as previously described. The spike rates were determined
during 15–60 s of baseline and during blue light stimulation.
Phase-shift analysis
Mice were acclimated to the housing conditions for 4–7 days. Following 4 days of standard 12:12 LD, mice were injected at ZT19 or

optogenetically stimulated for 30 min between ZT19 and ZT20.5, after
which mice were kept in constant darkness for the remainder of the
experiment (DD). Onset times of locomotor activity were determined
using ClockLab 6.0 (Actimetrics) where onset time in LD was established as the average of software determined onset in days 1–4, and
the onset time of the first day in DD was predicted by a linear fit based
on the onset times of all days in DD. The phase shift was determined
by subtracting the predicted onset time on day 1 in DD from the averaged onset time in LD. Offset times were determined using the same
approach. ClockLab fit parameters were adjusted as required to obtain
the best visual fit. Alpha was determined as the difference between
the predicted offset and onset times in DD. The periodogram was constructed from days 1 to 5 in DD from an average of five mice that were
tested with saline (0.9% NaCl) or 2 M NaCl in separate phase analysis
trials. Actograms in Fig. 4a, b show accelerometer activity above
20 a.u. (to reduce noise; obtained with NanoTags).

Statistical analysis
All group data, other than spike threshold, are reported or displayed
as means ± s.e.m. and the exact sample size is provided for each experimental group or condition either in the text. Spike threshold shows
mean ± s.d. Information about sample collection is also provided where
relevant (for example, the number of trials per mouse, or sections per
brain). Differences between groups (two-sided) were compared using
Sigmaplot 12.0 (Systat Software). The software first assessed normality
of the data distribution. In all cases in which the normality test failed,
a suitable non-parametric test was performed. All tests used for comparisons are specified in the text.
Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this paper.

Data availability
Source data are provided with this paper.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | HS-induced decreases in T b and TBAT can be measured
using IRT and are not mediated by reduced locomotor activity. a, The
schematic illustrates a mouse with a subcutaneously implanted NanoTag
monitoring device, which is used to track temperature via embedded
thermocouple (TC). The mouse was simultaneously filmed from above using a
thermography camera and eye temperature (TEYE) was assessed offline using
FLIR software. b, Plots show changes in TC and TEYE recorded simultaneously in a

mouse injected with NaCl (s.c.) to provoke a lowering of body temperature.
Changes in TEYE and TC parallel each other and TEYE is about 1 °C higher than TC.
c, Graph shows all TC samples plotted as a function of TEYE. There is a strong
correlation between values obtained with the two methods. d, Plots show the
mean ± s.e.m. average locomotor activity measured 10 min after s.c. injection
of saline or 2 M NaCl in wild-type C57BL/6 mice (saline n = 8, NaCl n = 8;
two-sided t-test).

Extended Data Fig. 2 | Chemogenetic inhibition of SCN VP neurons. a, AVPCre
mice received bilateral injections of AAV DIO-hM4D(Gi) into the SCN and were
allowed to recover for >3 weeks. b, Intense expression of the mCherry reporter
could be seen in neurons of the rostral, mid and caudal SCN. The bottom panel

reveals the nucleus boundaries by DAPI stain. c, d, Our injection strategy could
mediate mCherry expression in SCNVP neurons in b, without affecting VP
neurons in the supraoptic nucleus (SON; c) or the paraventricular nucleus
(PVN; d). Similar results were seen in two mice.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Optogenetic activation of SCN VP neurons. a, AVPCre ×
ChETAFlex mice were implanted with a fibreoptic (FO) allowing optogenetic
excitation of SCNVP neurons using BL (473 nm). These mice were implanted in
the midline, through the third ventricle (3V), with a FO probe targeting the
dorsal edge of the SCN (the top image is a photograph illustrating the
arrangement shown as a schematic in the bottom panel). The photograph
shows that BL diffuses bilaterally to both SCNs. The FO probe was mounted
through a magnetic coupler, which allowed attachment of the patch cord
carrying BL from the 473-nm laser. b, The schematic illustrates the
histologically determined position of the FO tip for the mice used in this study.
c, Bar graph shows mean (±s.e.m.) changes in locomotor activity induced by BL
(+BL; 5 Hz, 50-ms pulse, 23 mW, 30 min) delivered to the SCNs of AVPCre ×
ChETAFlex mice instrumented as shown in a. Stimulation of SCNVP neurons with
+BL did not significantly affect locomotor activity at 30 min compared to
baseline (average locomotor activity measured before optogenetic
stimulation; n = 6, mean ± s.e.m., two-sided paired t-test).

Extended Data Fig. 4 | Specific optogenetic activation of SCN VP neurons
mimics the effects of HS on Tb and TBAT. a, AVPCre mice received bilateral
injections of AAV DIO-ChR2-EYFP into the SCN and were allowed to recover for
>3 weeks. b, EYFP expression in the SCN of a live slice (left). Boundaries of the
SCN by DAPI stain in the same slice but post-fix (right). Similar results were seen
in n = 4. c, Graph shows mean ± s.e.m. ΔT b after 30 min of optogenetic

stimulation of AVPCre neurons with +BL (5 Hz, 30-ms pulse, 8–13 mW, 30 min;
n = 4; paired t-test). d, Graph shows mean ± s.e.m. ΔT b of a time control with no
blue light (−BL; n = 3, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). e, Graph shows mean ± s.e.m.
ΔTBAT after 30 min of optogenetic stimulation with +BL (5 Hz, 30-ms pulse,
8–13 W; n = 4; paired t-test). f, Graph shows mean ± s.e.m. ΔTBAT after 30 min of
time control −BL (n = 3; paired t-test). All tests are two-sided.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | OVLT→SCN neurons are osmo-sodium sensitive.
a, Schematic of a unilateral injection of retrograde microspheres in the SCN of a
wild-type C57BL/6 mouse. b, Merged brightfield and fluorescence micrograph
showing the site of injection (beads in green) in one of four mice tested.
c, Confocal image of a coronal OVLT section from the brain in b. The pink
arrows point to OVLT neurons labelled with retrogradely transported beads.
The dashed line delineates the OVLT. d, Mice were injected s.c. with 2 M NaCl

and perfused with fixative 90 min later. Expression of FOS was observed in
retrogradely labelled OVLT neurons. Similar results were observed in n = 4.
e, Wild-type mice were injected s.c. with 2 M NaCl and perfused with fixative
90 min later. The micrograph shows the expression of immunolabelled FOS in
red and GAD67, a marker for GABA neurons, in green in the OVLT. The yellow
arrows point to FOS+/GAD67− neurons, and the white arrows point to FOS+/
GAD67+ neurons (n = 1).

Extended Data Fig. 6 | OVLTGAD fibres terminate within the SCN. a, GADCre
mice were injected with AAV-DIO-HM4D(Gi)-mCherry into the OVLT. b, Mice
showed intense expression of the mCherry reporter in OVLTGAD neurons.
c, The boundaries of the SCN were revealed by DAPI stain (dashed white circle).
d, The white arrows point to mCherry-labelled OVLTGAD axons within the same
SCN section in c. Similar results were observed in n = 4.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | GABA AR antagonists reduced spontaneous action
potential firing rate of SCN VP neurons. a, Frequency plot shows changes in
firing rate evoked by 20 μm GBZ on an SCNVP neuron in the presence of 3 mM

Kyn. b, Bar graph shows mean ± s.e.m. firing rate observed in the absence
(control) and presence of GABA AR antagonists (Bic or GBZ), in seven neurons
from five slices (two-sided paired t-test).

Extended Data Fig. 8 | Optogenetic stimulation of ChR2-expressing
OVLTGABA neurons. a, Cell-attached recording of an OVLTGABA neuron
expressing ChR2 driven by local delivery of AAV fDIO-ChR2-EYFP in a VGATFlp ×
AVPCre mouse. Note the spiking response to every light pulse. b, Plots of

efficacy of optogenetic excitation (per cent activation) measured in five
neurons from two slices. All cells display 100% excitation when exposed to blue
light with an intensity of >4 mW. c, Repetitive optogenetic stimulation at 2.5 Hz
mediated sustained excitation for 20 min (only 10 min is shown).
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Extended Data Fig. 9 | Chemogenetic inhibition of OVLTGAD neurons.
a, Schematic illustrating a coronal view of the brain at the level of the OVLT,
median preoptic nucleus (MnPO) and anterior commissure (AC). GADCre mice
were injected with AAV-DIO-hM4D(Gi) into the OVLT and were allowed to

recover for >3 weeks. b, Mice showed intense expression of the mCherry
reporter. c, Histological assessment of the location of AAV-driven expression
based on inspection of the mCherry signal in the eight mice used in this study.
All injections included the OVLT.

Extended Data Fig. 10 | Optogenetic activation of GABAergic OVLT neuron
axon terminals in the SCN. a, GADCre mice were injected with AAV
DIO-ChR2-EYFP into the OVLT and were allowed to recover for >3 weeks.
b, Mice showed intense expression of the EYFP reporter in the OVLT area.
c, Histological assessment of the location of AAV-driven expression based on
inspection of the EYFP signal in the five mice used in this study. All injections

included the OVLT. d, Relative placement of the FO probes in the same five
mice. e, Stimulation of OVLTGAD neuron axon terminals with +BL (2.5 Hz, 20-ms
pulse, 5–10 mW, 30 min) did not significantly affect the average locomotor
activity at 30 min compared to baseline (the average locomotor activity
measured before optogenetic stimulation; n = 5, mean ± s.e.m., two-sided
paired t-test).
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Data collection

pClamp 10.4, NanoTag Viewer 1, Imaging Workbench 6.0, Olympus Fluoview, Clampex 10.3, RS image 1.9.2

Data analysis

ClampFit 10.4, ClockLab 6.0, Sigmaplot 12.0, FLIR Tools V 6.4, Imaging Workbench 6.0, ImageJ 1.50a, Excel 365
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Sample size

For all experiments statistical significance was achieved with n=4-8, so this was deemed sufficient.

Data exclusions

Inclusion/exclusion criteria were defined in the following sections in methods:
GABA is excitatory on SCNVP neurons during the dark period - Data were excluded if the patch ruptured and shifted to EGABA that was set by
the internal solution
In vivo optogenetic experiment - 1 Animal was excluded as the ChR2 injection into the OVLT spilled over into the SCN
SCNVP firing rate - cells that were not responsive following a 'zap' were not included in the analysis as these were deemed dead cells.

Replication

In datasets constructed from multiple recordings obtained from individual cells, statistical comparison of the means using parametric or nonparametric tests (as appropriate) were deemed significant without reproducing additional cohorts. In cases where results consisted of
observations obtained during experiments performed in vivo on instrumented and/or successfully stereotaxically injected or implanted
animals, statistically significant differences between mean values achieved with n=4 to 8 were used to conclude on differences between
treatments

Randomization

The experimental preparations or animals used in our study featured homogeneous characteristics including age and sex, and suitable
controls were performed to mitigate the impact of the procedures themselves. Therefore no randomization of the cells or animals was
performed.

Blinding

Although the experimenter (CG) was not blinded to the conditions or animals used in the experiments, verification of injection sites and AAVdriven expression was performed by CWB who was blinded to the results obtained with specific animal subjects
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Materials & experimental systems

Methods

n/a Involved in the study

n/a Involved in the study

Antibodies

ChIP-seq

Eukaryotic cell lines

Flow cytometry

Palaeontology

MRI-based neuroimaging

Animals and other organisms
Human research participants
Clinical data

Antibodies
Antibodies used

DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, 1:2,000; cat# D1306; Life Technologies, Burlington, ON)
neurophysin mouse monoclonal antibody (PS-41, 1/50; provided by Dr. Hal Gainer, NIH, Bethesday, MD)
rabbit polyclonal c-Fos antibody (1:5000; cat# ABE457; EMD Millipore, Burlington, MA;)
anti-GAD67 (Glutamic acid decarboxylase-67) monoclonal mouse antibody (cat# MAB5406, 1:200; EMD Millipore)
Secondary antibodies were fluorescently labeled Alexa Fluor-conjugated (488 nm: Cat # A-11001, 568 nm: Cat # A-11011; Life
Technologies; 1:500

Validation

for rabbit c-fos see https://www.labome.com/product/EMD-Millipore/ABE457.html
for anti-rabbit alexa fluor 568 see https://www.abcam.com/goat-rabbit-igg-hl-alexa-fluor-568-ab175471-references.html#top-0
for mouse anti-GAD67 see http://www.emdmillipore.com/CA/en/product/Anti-GAD67-Antibody-clone-1G10.2,MM_NFMAB5406#anchor_REF
for anti-mouse alexa fluor 488 see https://www.abcam.com/goat-mouse-igg-hl-alexa-fluor-488-ab150113-references.html#top-0
for DAPI see https://www.thermofisher.com/us/en/home/life-science/cell-analysis/fluorophores/dapi-stain.html
mouse monoclonal anti-vp-neurophysin https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/3880814

Policy information about studies involving animals; ARRIVE guidelines recommended for reporting animal research
Laboratory animals
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Animals and other organisms
C57BL/6 mice (60−90 d) were obtained from Charles River Laboratories, St−Constant, QC). AVPCre (VP-IRES2-Cre-D) knock in
mice were bred in our colony with ChETA (R26-CAG-LSL-2XChETA-tdTomato), ArchT mice (Ai40D), or with VGATFlp (Slc32a1-2AFlpO-D; obtained from Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME). GADCre (Gad2-IRES-Cre; obtained from Jackson laboratories) mice
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Wild animals

the study did not involve wild animals

Field-collected samples

the study did not involve field-collected samples

Ethics oversight

Animals were treated in strict accordance with the guidelines outlined by the Canadian Council on Animal Care (http://
www.ccac.ca/), and experiments adhered to protocols approved by the Facility Animal Care Committee of McGill University
(protocol no. 1190

Note that full information on the approval of the study protocol must also be provided in the manuscript.
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were bred in our colony and were also bred with GCaMP6f mice (Ai95(RCL-GCaMP6F)-D; obtained from Jackson Laboratories).
All experiments were performed on male animals. In vitro experiments were performed on mice aged 2−6 months, and in vivo
mouse experiments were done on animals aged 2−6 months.
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